Stonehouse Park Infant School
Weekly Newsletter
Monday 5th October -

Friday 9th October 2020

Apple & Cherry Class
We've had a great week this week and both Apple and Cherry class
have enjoyed staying all day!
We've been retelling the story of What the Ladybird Heard and we've been on a
listening walk to see what we could hear in our classroom and outside.
We've loved using the playdough to make our own
ladybirds and have counted lots of spots on different
ladybirds in the outside area.
Next week we are going to be talking all about
friendship and what makes our friends special. Over
the weekend maybe you could have a think about which
friends are special to you and why.
Please can the children also bring in their family
photo for our tree in Reception next week, if they haven't
done this already. Thank you

Oak & Willow Class
This week we have been learning about our senses in Science
and
counting forward and backwards in Maths.
In Literacy we have been writing our own versions of The
Shopping list and
in Art we've had fun painting circles in the style of Kandinsky.
Next week we will be learning one more and one less in Maths.
In Science. we will be thinking about different types of
animals including humans.
We are going to be talking about Stonehouse High Street
and the shops we might find there.

Birch & Lime Class
This week we have been learning the story ‘Pumpkin Soup’.
We have learnt the words and actions and thought about the characters.
We have created our own pictures based on the illustrations in the story.
In Maths, we have been finding different ways to partition and number to
strengthen our understanding of place value.
Next week we will be writing the story ‘Pumpkin Soup’.
We will be learning to sequence numbers and fill in
the missing numbers in maths.
We will be also looking at the text 'My Fantastic
Elastic Brain' where we will be discussing how to
grow our brains and how mistakes are an essential
part of learning!
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Nursery News
Acorns
The children have been learning the story “Dig Dig Lift
Lift”
story.

using physical actions, which are linked to the
We have been scooping cornflakes and small blocks

up with diggers, as well as continuing to make towers.
Babies have also been bathed, we have concentrated on
washing hands, feet, hair etc. Children continue to become
familiar with

the morning routine, supported by the visual

timetable.

Conkers
The children have continued to become familiar with the story
“Going on a Bear Hunt”.
At Forest School the children acted out the story, collected
leaves, pine cones and twigs for our collage picture, they also
enjoyed climbing the trees.
The children shared interest in the conker painting, choosing
their own colours, painting in a different form watching marks
being made as the conker rolled from side to side.
Please continue to support your child to take their
own coat on and off.

Thank You

PTA Halloween Fancy Dress Competition!
Dress up at home in your favourite Halloween outfit, take a photo and send your
photo to the school office (admin@park-inf.gloucs.co.uk)
including your child's name and class.
Entry is £1 (there is a tin in the school office to pop your money into).
The photos will be shared on the School Facebook page so please advise in your
email if you DO NOT

want it to be shared on Facebook.

There will be a winner from each class.
Closing date for the competition is Wednesday 21st October.
The winner will be announced on Thursday 22nd October.

